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Monte Carlo simulations of polyampholyte-polyelectrolyte complexes: Effect of charge sequenc
and strength of electrostatic interactions

Junhwan Jeon and Andrey V. Dobrynin*
Polymer Program, Institute of Materials Science and Department of Physics, University of Connecticut, Storrs,

Connecticut 06269-3136, USA
~Received 3 February 2003; published 26 June 2003!

We present the results of Monte Carlo simulations of complexation between polyampholyte and polyelec-
trolyte chains. Polymers are modeled as bead-spring chains of charged Lennard-Jones particles each consisting
of 32 monomers. Formation of a polyampholyte-polyelectrolyte complex is driven by polarization-induced
attractive interactions. The complex is usually formed at the end of the polyelectrolyte with the polyampholyte
chain elongated and aligned along the polyelectrolyte backbone. This complex structure between the polarized
polyampholyte chain and the polyelectrolyte leads to maximization of the attractive and minimization of the
repulsive electrostatic interactions. The size of a polyampholyte in a complex is usually larger than that of an
isolated polyampholyte chain. We also observed that initially collapsed polyampholytes undergo a coil-globule
transition by forming a complex. The structure of a polyampholyte-polyelectrolyte complex was analyzed by
tail and loop distribution functions. We have found that the number of loops increases while their sizes
decrease with the strength of the electrostatic interactions. Polyampholytes with random charge sequence form
stronger complexes with polyelectrolytes than those with alternating charge sequence. Polyampholytes with
long blocky sequences form a double helix with a polyelectrolyte at sufficiently large values of the Bjerrum
length.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Considerable theoretical and experimental work dur
the last half a century has been devoted to charged polym
@1–9#—macromolecules with ionizable groups. Under a
propriate conditions, such as in aqueous solutions, th
groups dissociate, leaving ions on chains and counterion
solution. If the charges on polymers are all positive or
negative, these polymers are called polyelectrolytes. C
mon polyelectrolytes are polyacrylic and methacrylic ac
and their salts, sulfonated polystyrene, cellulose derivativ
DNA, and other polyacids and polybases. If, after dissoc
tion of the charged groups, the polymers carry both posi
and negative charges, they are called polyampholytes.
amples of polyampholytes include proteins, for exam
gelatin, bovine serum albumin~BSA!, and synthetic copoly-
mers made of monomers with acidic and basic groups
these groups are weak acids or bases, the net charge o
polyampholyte can be changed by varying thepH of aque-
ous solutions and at high charge asymmetry these polym
demonstrate polyelectrolytelike behavior.

Soluble complexes between polyampholytes and po
electrolytes are well-documented in the literature@9–18#.
When the polyampholyte has a weak net negative charg
binds to anionic polyelectrolytes to form a complex that
mains in an aqueous solution. Fibrillar proteins such as ac
collagen, and fibrinogen are sufficiently rigid that they ha
an open structure, allowing easy access to the amino acid
opposite charge to the polyelectrolyte. For example, fibri
gen is known to bind to sulfonated polystyrene@19#. Dena-
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tured proteins such as gelatin~denatured collagen! are flex-
ible random coils in water. Such coils polarize in th
presence of the polyelectrolyte, putting their opposite
charged amino acids close to the polyelectrolyte. Insolu
complexes @6# are formed when the net charge on t
polyampholyte is of opposite sign to the charge on the po
electrolyte. Complexation between polyampholyte and po
electrolyte chains is controlled by ionic strength,pH, con-
centration of polymeric components, and molecular wei
of polymers@15#.

Globular proteins such as albumin andg-globulins are
also known to form soluble complexes with flexible pol
electrolytes of the same net charge. For globular proteins
not yet clear whether the proteins denature on binding,
sume a different form, or maintain their native form with th
polyelectrolyte adapting its conformation to facilitate bin
ing. An important example of complexes with globular pr
teins is found in synovial fluid, where the anionic polyele
trolyte sodium hyaluronate binds with a variety of protei
@20–23#.

Recent theoretical studies@24–29# of polyampholyte ad-
sorption on charged objects supported the idea that pola
tion of polyampholytes in the external electric field creat
by a charged object is the major factor leading to their stro
interaction with these objects. For example, polarizatio
induced attraction between polyampholytes and charged
face can lead to multiple adsorbed polymeric layers. T
structure and thickness of these layers depends on the ch
distribution along the polyampholyte backbone, which det
mines the polarizability of polyampholyte chains in extern
electric fields@30–34#, solution concentration, surface curv
ture, and surface charge density. This theory of polya
pholyte adsorption on charged surfaces is in good qualita
agreement with experimental results@35–43#.
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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The aim of the present paper is to test the idea
polarization-induced attractive interactions between polya
pholyte and polyelectrolyte chains and to show how th
complexation can be influenced by the charge seque
along the polyampholyte backbone and the strength of
electrostatic interactions. To answer these questions, we
formed Monte Carlo simulations of polyampholyt
polyelectrolyte complexes formed by a fully charged po
electrolyte chain and a symmetric polyampholyte molec
carrying an equal number of positive and negative charg
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The simula
model and the algorithm are described in Sec. II. Section
gives a detailed account of the simulation results for
complexation threshold dependence on the charged
quence, distribution of the charged monomers within a co
plex, as well as the dependence of the complex size, the
and loop distribution funcitons on the strength of the elect
static interactions. Finally, in conclusion~Sec. IV! we dis-
cuss our results.

II. MODEL AND METHODS

In our simulations all polymers are modeled as be
spring chains of charged Lennard-Jones particles. Polye
trolyte hasNPE532 negatively charged beads while polyam
pholyte containsNPA532 repeat units with an equal numb
of positive and of negative charges. All beads interact via
truncated-shifted Lennard-Jones~LJ! potential,

ULJ~r !5H 4«LJF S s

r D 12

2S s

r D 6

2S s

r c
D 12

1S s

r c
D 6G , r<r c

0, r .r c ,
~1!

where r is the distance between two beads,s is the bead
diameter, and the cutoff distancer c is equal to 2.5s. The
parameter«LJ determines the strength of the short-range
teractions and is set to«LJ50.35kBT, wherekB is the Bolt-
zmann constant andT is the absolute temperature. Th
choice of the parameter«LJ50.35kBT corresponds to a thet
condition @44# for a neutral polymer chain.

The connectivity of beads into a chain is maintained
the finite extension nonlinear elastic~FENE! potential,

UFENE~r !52
1

2
kR0

2 lnS 12
r 2

R0
2D , ~2!

wherek57kBT/s2 is the spring constant andR052s is the
maximum bond length at which the elastic energy of
bond becomes infinite. The FENE potential only gives
attractive part of the bond potential. The repulsive part of
bond potential is provided by the shifted LJ potential@see
Eq. ~1! above#.

The solvent is modeled by a dielectric medium with t
dielectric constant«. In such a continuous representation
the solvent, all charged particles separated by distancer i j
interact with each other via the unscreened Coulomb po
tial
06180
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UCoul~r i j !5kBT
l Bqiqj

r i j
, ~3!

whereqi is the valence of a charged bead. The strength of
electrostatic interactions is controlled by the Bjerrum leng
l B5e2/(«kBT), defined as the length scale at which the Co
lomb interaction between two elementary chargese in a di-
electric medium with dielectric constant« is equal to the
thermal energykBT. In water at room temperature the Bje
rum length is about 7 Å. We performed simulations of co
plex formations in a system of chains with the values of
Bjerrum lengthl B52s26s. In our simulations we conside
complex formation at infinite dilution and neglect the effe
of counterions.

Two different types of moves are used in our simulatio
~i! translational move of a single bead and~ii ! pivot rotation
move of chain section. A translational move is performed
such a way that a displacementDrW5(Dx,Dy,Dz) of a ran-
domly selected bead is chosen randomly from the interv
20.5s<Dx, Dy, Dz<0.5s. For a pivot rotation move, two
beads in a chain are initially selected at random thus divid
a chain into two or three sections. Then the randomly cho
chain section is rotated on a random angle around the a
drown through two selected beads. This pivot rotation mo
@45,46# is carried out after every Monte Carlo~MC! step
~attempted trial move per bead! is completed. The accep
tance of the pivot rotation moves in our simulation is abo
40%.

At the beginning of each simulation run both chains we
preequilibrated for 53106 MC steps. For the considere
range of parameters after a preequilibration run the polya
pholyte is in a collapsed globule state while the polyelect
lyte is in an elongated rodlike conformation. At the begi
ning of the simulation run the polyampholyte is placed in t
middle of the polyelectrolyte chain at a distance of the or
of its radius of gyration from the polyelectrolyte backbon
Then the system is allowed to equilibrate for additional 1
3106 MC steps. The production run lasts another 1.63107

MC steps. For random polyampholytes various properties
polyampholyte-polyelectrolyte complexes obtained dur
the production run were also averaged over 70 differ
charge sequences.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Position of polyampholytes in a complex

The evolution of the complex structure formed by rando
polyampholyte and polyelectrolyte chains during the simu
tion run is shown in Fig. 1. As mentioned earlier, a collaps
polyampholyte is initially placed in the middle of a polyele
trolyte chain. In earlier stages of the simulation run, t
polyampholyte chain is polarized by the external elect
field created by the polyelectrolyte chain by stretching o
perpendicular to the polyelectrolyte backbone in such a w
that oppositely charged monomers are located closer to
polyelectrolyte while similarly charged ones are farther aw
from it. During the simulation run, the polyampholyte m
grates towards the end of the polyelectrolyte chain, mainta
3-2
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FIG. 1. Evolution of structure of random polyampholyt
polyelectrolyte complex with the value of the Bjerrum lengthl B

55s during the simulation run at~a! 0 Monte Carlo steps~MCS!,
~b! 10 000 MCS, ~c! 50 000 MCS, ~d! 100 000 MCS, and~e!
500 000 MCS. Dark spheres correspond to negatively cha
beads and white ones to positively charged beads.
d of

06180
ing its elongated shape. The elongated part of the poly
pholyte forms an angle with the polyelectrolyte backbon
The migration of the polyampholyte towards the end of t
polyelectrolyte proceeds by forming a long loop or by mo
ing back and forth while positively charged beads are
contact with the polyelectrolyte. Once the polyampholy
reaches the end of the polyelectrolyte, it usually keeps
position and rarely moves to another end of the polyelec
lyte. This tells us that the energy barrier for the polya
pholyte to move back to the middle of the polyelectroly
chain is higher than the thermal energykBT.

Figure 2 shows snapshots of complexes formed by r
domly and alternatively charged polyampholytes and po
electrolytes at different values of the Bjerrum length. T
polyelectrolyte in each complex has a rodlike shape rega
less of the strength of the electrostatic interaction and
charge sequence on the polyampholyte chain. Poly
pholytes that were initially in a collapsed globule state ad
an elongated conformation oriented along the polyelectro
backbone.

To quantify the results shown in Fig. 2, during the pr
duction runs we have calculated the distribution functi
P(RPA) of the center of mass of the polyampholyte chain
a complex~see Fig. 3!. The position of the center of mass o
the polyampholyte chainRPA is measured with respect to th
center of mass of the polyelectrolyte chain. For rand
polyampholytes this distribution function was also averag
over 70 different charge realizations. As indicated by t
position of the maximum in the distribution function~see
Fig. 3!, both types of polyampholytes with random and a
ternating charge sequences form a complex at the en

d

s

ly
to
FIG. 2. Typical conformations
of polyampholyte-polyelectrolyte
complexes at different value
of the Bjerrum length l B .
~a! Random polyampholyte-
polyelectrolyte complexes and~b!
alternating polyampholyte-
polyelectrolyte complexes. Dark
spheres correspond to negative
charged beads and white ones
positively charged beads.
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polyelectrolyte chain. For random polyampholytes, the ma
mum in the distribution function moves closer to the end
the polyelectrolyte and the distribution function narrows
the value of the Bjerrum lengthl B increases. The maximum
is located atRPA59.1s for the value of the Bjerrum length
l B52s. It shifts toRPA512.1s at l B55s while increasing
its height at the same time. The standard deviation of
distribution function is 3.72s and 2.26s at the value of the
Bjerrum lengthl B52s and 5s, respectively. In the case o
alternating polyampholytes, the distribution function of t
center of mass does not show such a drastic change wit
increase in the strength of the electrostatic interactions.
maximum of the distribution function shifts only by 0.5s
from 11.1s at l B54s to 11.6s at l B56s. The distribution
function stays broad and asymmetric even when the Bjer
length is equal to its largest value,l B56s.

B. Polarization of polyampholytes in a complex

The quantitative information about the change in ea
chain’s conformation as they form a complex can be
tained by analyzing the mean-square radius of gyration^Rg

2&,

FIG. 3. Dependence of the distribution functionP(RPA) of the
position of center of massRPA of ~a! random polyampholyte and
~b! alternating polyampholyte on the value of the Bjerrum leng
l B .
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N

~rW i2rWc.m.!
2L , ~4!

and the mean-square end-to-end distance^Re
2&,

^Re
2&5^~rWN2rW1!2&. ~5!

In Eqs. ~4! and ~5! rW i is the position vector of thei th bead
and rWc.m. is the position vector of the chain center of mas
The summation in Eq.~4! is carried out over all beads on
chain.

Figure 4 shows the variations of the swelling parame
for chains in a complex as a function of the Bjerrum leng
For comparison, the variation of the chain size of isola
chains is also shown in this figure. The size of polya
pholytes in a complex is usually larger than that of isola
polyampholyte chains. Furthermore, random polyampholy
in a complex have a larger size than alternating ones. It a
can be seen that the size of isolated polyampholytes
creases as the value of the Bjerrum length increases. H
ever, the size of the polyampholyte chain in a complex sho
an opposite trend. Such an increase in the size of the poly
pholyte chains is due to their polarization in the extern
electric field created by a polyelectrolyte. The attraction b
tween the polyelectrolyte and oppositely charged beads
the polyampholyte chain leads to weak contraction of
polyelectrolyte chain in a complex. As a result, the size
the polyelectrolyte in a complex is smaller than that of
isolated polyelectrolyte chain.

To examine the shape variations of polyampholyte a
polyelectrolyte chains in a complex, we use the shape ra

FIG. 4. Dependence of the normalized value of the mean-sq
radius of gyration̂ Rg

2& on the value of the Bjerrum length of poly
electrolyte in random polyampholyte-polyelectrolyte complex~d!,
polyampholyte in random polyampholyte-polyelectrolyte comp
~s!, polyelectrolyte in alternating polyampholyte-polyelectroly
complex ~m!, polyampholyte in alternating polyampholyte
polyelectrolyte complex~n!, isolated random polyampholyte~j!,
isolated alternating polyampholyte~h!, and isolated polyelectrolyte
~L!.
3-4
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b5^Re
2&/^Rg

2&. ~6!

The shape ratiob is equal to 6 for a random coil and is equ
to 12 for a rigid rod. Figure 5 shows variation of the sha
ratio b for chains in a complex. The shape ratio of polyele
trolyte chains in a complex stays almost unchanged thro
the entire range of the Bjerrum lengths. It is also sligh
smaller than that of an isolated polyelectrolyte chain, ag
indicating contraction of a polyelectrolyte in a comple
However, the shape ratiob for polyampholytes in a complex
increases with increasing the strength of electrostatic in
actions. For random polyampholytes, the shape ratiob is
equal to 6.7 atl B52s and increases to 7.4 for the value
the Bjerrum lengthl B55s. Such a change in the shape ra
means that polyampholyte chains become more elongate
the strength of electrostatic interactions increases. Howe
the shape ratiob for alternating polyampholytes increas

FIG. 5. Dependence of the shape ratiob5^Re
2&/^Rg

2& on the
Bjerrum lengthl B . Notations are the same as in Fig. 4.

FIG. 6. Dependence of the absolute value of the dipole mom
on the Bjerrum lengthl B for random~d! and for alternating~s!
polyampholytes.
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faster with the Bjerrum length than that for random on
This is due to regular charge sequence—alternating poly
pholytes in a complex are able to stretch out more efficien
with the polyelectrolyte chain forming zig-zag-like structur

The electric dipole moment

pW 5(
i 51

NPA

eqirW i ~7!

provides further information about polarization of th
polyampholyte chain in a complex. The absolute value of
electric dipole momentupW u shows how far the center of mas
of positively charged beads is separated from that of
negatively charged ones. Obviously, the larger the value
the electric dipole momentupW u, the more strongly the
polyampholyte chain is polarized. Figure 6 shows the dep
dence of the value of the electric dipole momentupW u of a
polyampholyte chain on the strength of the electrostatic
teractions. The value of the dipole momentupW u for random
polyampholytes is always larger than that of alternating o

nt

FIG. 7. Schematic sketch of random polyampholy
polyelectrolyte complex showing definitions of the dipole mome
of polyampholyte and its orientation with respect to the end-to-e
vector of the polyelectrolyte chain.

FIG. 8. Dependence of the anglef between the direction of the
dipole moment of polyampholyte chain and the end-to-end ve
of polyelectrolyte chain on the Bjerrum lengthl B for random~d!
and alternating~s! polyampholytes.
3-5
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at the same strength of the electrostatic interactions. In f
the value of the electric dipole momentupW u for alternating
polyampholytes stays almost unchanged for our conside
range of the Bjerrum lengths. This means that alterna
polyampholytes have limited polarizability.

Another important characteristic of the complex structu
is the orientation of the dipole momentpW . Figure 7 shows
our definition of the anglef between the direction of the
electric dipole momentpW and polyelectrolyte backbone. Th
anglef is always smaller than 55°~see Fig. 8!. With increas-
ing the strength of electrostatic interactions, the induc
electric dipole moment of a polyampholyte aligns along
end-to-end vector of a polyelectrolyte chain leading to a
crease in the value of the angle Judging from Fig. 6, rand
polyampholytes have higher polarization ability than alt
nating ones, aligning better with a polyelectrolyte chain t
results in smaller values of the anglef.

C. Distribution of loops and tails in a complex

Detailed information about complex structure can be
tained by analyzing tail and loop distribution functions. A ta
is defined as a sequence of bonds beginning from a chain
to the first bead in contact with a polyelectrolyte. Below w
assume that two beads are in contact with each other if
06180
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distance between their centers of mass is smaller than
equal to their diameters. The number of bonds in a tai
varies between 1 andNPA21. A loop is defined as a se
quence of bonds between two nearest monomers along
chain backbone that are in contact with a polyelectroly
Thus, the minimum length of a loop is 1 and the maximu
length of a loop isNPA21. Let us define the probability to
find a tail Ptail( i ) and a loopPloop( i ) with i bonds as fol-
lows:

Ptail~ i !5
Ntail~ i !

(
i 51

NPA21

Ntail~ i !

~8!

and

Ploop~ i !5
Nloop~ i !

(
i 51

NPA21

Nloop~ i !

, ~9!

whereNtail( i ) andNloop( i ) are the total numbers of tails an
loops with the number of bondsi observed during the simu
FIG. 9. ~a! Tail Ptail( i ) and ~b! loop Ploop( i ) distribution functions for random and alternating polyampholytes.
3-6
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lation run. Figure 9 shows the dependence of the tailPtail( i )
and loopPloop( i ) distribution functions on the value of th
Bjerrum lengthl B . For random polyampholytes the bimod
form of the tail distribution function@see Fig. 9~a!# with
higher probabilities of shortPtail(1) and longPtail(15) tails
agrees well with the structure of the complex shown in F
2. According to this figure, half of the polyampholyte cha
is aligned parallel to a polyelectrolyte forming a train
small loops while the other half forms a long tail. Genera
the probability to find a short loopPloop(1) is much higher
than that for any other loop sizesPloop( i ) @see Fig. 9~b!#.
This tells us that the majority of contacts in complexes
formed by consecutive beads. In the case of alterna
polyampholytes, tail and loop distribution functions are
peating the alternating charge sequence. When the Bjer
length l B is equal to 4s, the probability of the longest tai
Ptail(31) is highest@see Fig. 9~a!#. Such a distribution func-
tion is possible if there is only one bead located at the en
the polyampholyte chain in contact with a polyelectroly
This propensity in the tail distribution function disappea
with increasing strength of electrostatic interaction. The lo
distribution function for an alternating polyampholyte clea
shows that most loops have an even number of bonds@see
Fig. 9~b!#. Furthermore, the large value ofPloop(2) indicates
that almost all oppositely charged beads are in contact w
the polyelectrolyte backbone.

Further analysis of the loop structure can be done by
culating the average loop size

^ i & loop5

(
i 51

NPA21

iPloop~ i !

(
i 51

NPA21

Ploop~ i !

. ~10!

With increasing strength of the electrostatic interactions,
average loop size decreases for both random and altern
polyampholytes~see Fig. 10!. The decrease in the averag
loop size is consistent with the increase in the average n
ber of contactŝ Nc& between polyelectrolyte and polyam
pholyte chains in a complex as the value of the Bjerr
length increases. There is about one contact per chain a
Bjerrum lengthl B52s for random polyampholytes and a
l B54s for alternating ones. Such a trend agrees with the
that no complexes were formed belowl B52s for random
and belowl B54s for alternating polyampholytes.

D. Effect of block charge sequence on complexation

So far we have compared complexes made of random
alternating polyampholytes. In this section we study the
fect of block length of polyampholytes on the complex stru
ture. In our simulations we studied block polyampholyt
where the number of monomers in a block isNblock51, 2, 4,
8, and 16. The distribution functionP(RPA) of the center of
mass of a polyampholyte chain in a complex at the value
the Bjerrum lengthl B54s is shown in Fig. 11. This figure
shows that the more charges a block has, the larger the
plitude is of the maximum of the distribution function. How
06180
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ever, the position of the maximum does not change m
until the block size reaches 4. For polyampholytes where
number of charges in each block is 8, the maximum of
distribution function shifts to the right, meaning that a who
polyampholyte is moving closer to the end of a polyelect
lyte chain. The distribution function becomes sharper a
more symmetric as the block length increases.

Polyampholytes with sufficiently long blocky charge s
quences, such asNblock58 and 16, and a Bjerrum lengt
larger than 3s, intertwine with a polyelectrolyte backbone
forming double helix. The double helix structure consists
monomers from one block of the polyampholyte, which a
positioned at the end of a block polyampholyte, and the sa
number of monomers from the polyelectrolyte chain. Sn
shots of the double helix structure are shown in Figs. 12~c!

FIG. 10. Dependence of the average number of bonds^ i & loop in
a loop ~filled symbols! and the average number of contacts^Nc&
between polyampholyte and polyelectrolyte~open symbols! on the
Bjerrum length l B for random ~d,s! and alternating~m,n!
polyampholytes.

FIG. 11. Distribution functionP(RPA) of the position of center
of massRPA of block polyampholytes at the value of the Bjerru
length l B54s.
3-7
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and 12~d!. The local structure of the double helix resemb
a double helix formed by two oppositely charged polyele
trolyte chains. Recently, Winkleret al. @47# reported that op-
positely charged polyelectrolytes form a collapsed conform
tion and a stretched double helix depending on the ch
length and value of the Coulomb interaction parame
When the Coulomb interaction parameter is large enou
collapsed structures were found for all chain lengths. In
simulation, we found that the double helix structures
stable for all values of the Bjerrum lengths. It is stabilized
the electrostatic repulsion between similarly charged blo
and the polyelectrolyte chain.

The shape ratiob for polyelectrolyte chains in a comple
shows a weak dependence on the strength of the electros
interactions@see Fig. 13~a!#. However, the polyelectrolyte
chains contract to a greater extent in complexes formed
polyampholytes with longer blocks. For example, the sh
ratio b for a polyelectrolyte in a complex with a polyam
pholyte withNblock58 is smaller than 9.0, showing signifi
cant contraction of the polyelectrolyte in the complex. B
cause of the formation of a double helix structure
polyampholytes withNblock516, the polyelectrolyte chain
undergoes a larger contraction than in any other case.
shape ratiob for block polyampholytes increases with th
strength of the electrostatic interactions and with the blo
length @see Fig. 13~b!#. In the case of a polyampholyte bui
of blocks withNblock58 and 16, the shape ratiob levels off

FIG. 12. Typical conformations of block polyampholyte
polyelectrolyte complexes with block length~a! Nblock52; ~b!
Nblock54; ~c! Nblock58; ~d! Nblock516 at the value of the Bjer-
rum length l B54s. Dark spheres represent negatively charg
beads and white ones positively charged beads.
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at the value of the Bjerrum lengthl B53s. Thus a polyam-
pholyte with Nblock58 and 16 at the value of the Bjerrum
length l B53s approaches its fully extended conformation

In Fig. 14, the largest value of the electric dipole mome

d

FIG. 13. The shape ratiob of ~a! a polyelectrolyte and~b! a
block polyampholyte as a function of the Bjerrum lengthl B .

FIG. 14. Dependence of the absolute value of the dipole m
ment of the block polyampholyte on the Bjerrum lengthl B .
3-8
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MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS OF POLYAMPHOLYTE- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 061803 ~2003!
upW u corresponds to a block polyampholyte with the long
block length. It is another indication of the fact that the blo
polyampholyte with longer periods of charge sequence
more easily polarizable and reach saturation faster. This s
ration is in agreement with the leveling off behavior seen
Fig. 13~b! for the shape ratiob of polyampholytes with
Nblock58 and 16.

Figure 15 shows the dependence of tail and loop distri
tion functions (Ptail and Ploop) for the block polyam-
pholytes withNblock58 on the different values of the Bjer
rum length. Such a polyampholyte has two positively a
two negatively charged blocks. There are two possible co
plex structures: either one positive charged block or b
positive charged blocks are in contact with a negativ
charged polyelectrolyte. If both positively charged blocks
in contact with a polyelectrolyte, the loop distribution fun
tion Ploop( i ) should be nonzero in the interval 8, i ,24.
Figure 15~a! shows the opposite: the probability to find
loop in the interval 8, i ,24 is almost zero while the func
tion Ploop( i ) is large in the interval 1< i<8, thus supporting
the fact that only the end block is in contact with a polyele
trolyte. This is further collaborated by the shape of the
distribution functionPtail( i ) shown in Fig. 15~b!. The tail

FIG. 15. ~a! Loop Ploop( i ) and~b! tail Ptail( i ) distribution func-
tions for block polyampholytes withNblock58 at different values of
the Bjerrum length.
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distribution function is nonzero in the intervalsi ,8 and i
.23. The shapes of tail and loop distribution functions f
block polyampholytes withNblock51, 2, and 4 are similar to
those shown in Fig. 9 for alternating polyampholytes whi
can be considered as block polyampholytes with period o
The only difference is the period of the zig-zag@see Figs.
2~b!, 12~a!, and 12~b!#.

E. Model of polyampholyte-polyelectrolyte complexes

In this section, we will discuss a theoretical model
polyampholyte-polyelectrolyte complexes. Consider rand
symmetric polyampholyte chains of degree of polymeriz
tion N with equal fractions of positivelyf 15 f /2 and nega-
tively f 25 f /2 charged monomers in au-solvent for the
polymer backbone. Such a chain will keep its Gauss
shape if the intrachain electrostatic interactions are wea
than the thermal energykBT. The intrachain electrostatic in
teractions can be estimated as the energy of electrostati
teractions between two halves of a chain separated by a
cal distanceR0'bN1/2, where b is the bond length. For
random polyampholytes, a typical charge imbalance in t
halves of the chain is proportional toeAf N. Thus the intra-
chain electrostatic interactions are of the order
kBTlBf N/R0 . These interactions are weak and chain conf
mations remain almost unperturbed by these interaction
the fraction of charged groupsf is smaller than f weak

'1/uAN, where parameteru is the ratio of the Bjerrum
length l B to the bond lengthb. In our simulations, polyam-
pholytes are strongly charged and the parameterf is equal to
unity. Such strongly charged polyampholytes form a glob
@24,48#. The equilibrium densityr inside the polyampholyte
globule is determined by balancing the fluctuation-induc
attractive interactions2kBTR3/r D

3 with the three-body re-
pulsion kBTN(rb3)2, where r D'( l BN f /R3)21/2 is the De-
bye radius within a globule andR is the size of the globule
This results in the monomer densityr'u f b23 and globular
size R'(N/r)1/3'bN1/3(u f )21/3. The bulk free energy
@48,49# of a polyampholyte globule is

Fbulk}2kBTNu2f 2. ~11!

The polyampholyte globule can be viewed as a droplet
concentrated polyampholyte solution of Gaussian stra
with size R and the number of monomers in each stra
beingg'R2/b2'(N/u f )2/3.

To begin with, let us consider complexation of a rando
polyampholyte with a rodlike infinitely long polyelectrolyt
chain with linear charge densityerPE . This approximation
of an infinitely long polyelectrolyte chain is correct as lon
as the polyampholyte is located close to the middle o
polyelectrolyte chain of a finite length at distancesr smaller
than the lengthLPE of a polyelectrolyte chain. An electric
field created by the uniformly charged polyelectrolyte cha
with a linear number charge densityrPE5N/LPE at distance
r is
3-9
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E~r !5
erPE

2p«r
for r @LPE . ~12!

When placed near a polyelectrolyte chain, the polya
pholyte globule is polarized by orienting its strands withg
monomers along the electric field~see Fig. 16!. Each strand
of g monomers typically has a charge imbalance in t
halves of a strand of the order ofeAf g. The orientational
polarizability a of the dipole with the dipole momentp(g)
}eRAf g can be estimated ase2R2f g/kBT. The polarization
energy of each strand in the external electric fieldE(R) is

Wpol~g!'2aE~R!2'2kBTlB
2rPE

2 f g. ~13!

Thus, the total polarization energy of a random polya
pholyte chain is equal to the number of strands per ch
N/g, times the polarization energy of a strandWpol(g),

Wpol'
N

g
Wpol~g!'2kBTlB

2rPE
2 f N. ~14!

The polarization energy of a randomly charged polya

FIG. 16. Schematic sketch of polyampholyte globule near a r
like polyelectrolyte.
06180
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pholyte chain is proportional to the total number of charg
on a chainf N. This polarization energy is proportional to th
square of the so-called Oosawa-Manning condensation
rameterl BrPE .

It is easy to show that the polyampholyte globule is sta
with respect to gradual deformations from increasing the
ear charge density on the polyelectrolyte backbone. To
this, it is sufficient to estimate the energy of the cylindric
globule of lengthLPA and thicknessj. For such a globule the
leading term in the polarization energy is similar to that fo
spherical globule and is given by Eq.~14!. But the surface
energy of cylindrical globule will be higher than that of
spherical one, thus precluding globule elongation.

To complete the analysis of the globule stability, it is ne
essary to consider its global stability by comparing the
ergy of a polarized polyampholyte globule with that of
completely dissolved polyampholyte globule whose struct
is exclusively controlled by an external electric field. In th
case, the polyampholyte chain in the complex is divided i
blobs with a Gaussian chain conformation within each b
~see Fig. 17!. This structure will be locally stable if the in
trablob electrostatic interactions are weaker than the ther
energykBT. This is true if the number of monomers in a blo
g is smaller than (u f )22 ~One can arrive at this estimate b
repeating the analysis presented in the beginning of this
tion for the collapse threshold of a polyampholyte chain fo
chain section containingg monomers.! Each blob has polar-

-
FIG. 17. Schematic sketch of polyampholyte-polyelectroly

complex above the transition threshold.
3-10
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FIG. 18. Schematic sketch of a complex structure. Dark spheres represent negatively charged beads and white ones positive
beads.
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ization energyWpol(g)'2kBTlB
2rPE

2 f g of the order of the
thermal energykBT. This leads to the number of monome
g in a blob to be equal tog'( l B

2rPE
2 f )21. Thus, as the linea

charge density on a polyelectrolyte chain increases, the n
ber of monomers in a blobg decreases. The total polarizatio
energy of a polyampholyte chain in this conformation
equal to the number of blobs on a chainN/g times the ther-
mal energykBT, which leads us to the expression for pola
ization energy of a polyampholyte chain similar to Eq.~14!
obtained for the polarization energy of a globule.

The polarized globule becomes globally unstable when
total free energy that includes both the bulk free energy o
globule Eq.~11! and polarization energy of a globule E
~14! becomes of the order of the polarization energy of
polarized Gaussian polyampholyte chain given by Eq.~14!.
This leads to the following estimate of the threshold value
the linear charge density of the polyelectrolyte chain,

rPE}Af /b. ~15!

At this value of the linear charge density there exists
first-order transition between the polarized globule and
polarized Gaussian polyampholyte chain. For a fully charg
random polyampholyte chain withf 51, this transition oc-
curs when the distance between charged monomers on
polyelectrolyte chain is of the order of the bond lengthb.

The instability of a polyampholyte globule in
polyampholyte-polyelectrolyte complex can be seen in F
m-

ts
a

e

f

e
e
d

the

.

1. At the initial stages of the simulation, the polyampholy
chain spreads itself over the polyelectrolyte and then mo
towards the end of the polyelectrolyte chain. Above t
instability threshold (rPE.Af /b), the external electric
field created by polyelectrolyte macromolecules contr
the conformation of the polyampholyte in a complex.
this case the intrachain electrostatic interactions betw
charged monomers on the polyampholyte can be negle
and in developing the theoretical model of a compl
we can only take into account interchain electrosta
interactions.

In our theoretical model of a polyampholyte
polyelectrolyte complex, a polyelectrolyte chain is assum
to be in a strongly elongated configuration and is represen
by a rodlike chain of lengthLPE ~see Fig. 18!. A randomly
charged polyampholyte chain is modeled by a charg
diblock polyampholyte. These blocks carry charg
6eANPAf and are having lengthsLPA

1 and LPA
2 for posi-

tively and negatively charged blocks, respectively. The re
tive orientation of two blocks with respect to each other
controlled by the angleu. ~See Fig. 18 for a definition of
length scales.! In our model we will assume that the oppo
sitely charged block is aligned parallel to the polyelectroly
backbone at a distanced from its axis. The junction point
between two blocks is located at distancex0 from the center
of mass of the polyelectrolyte chain. The free energy o
polyampholyte chain in a complexFcomplex has two contri-
butions. The first contribution is associated with the elect
static energyUelect of a polyampholyte chain in a complex
Uelect

kBT
52

l BNPENPA
1/2

LPELPA
1 E

2LPE/2

LPE/2 E
0

LPA
1 ds ds8

Ad21~x02s2s8!2
1

l BNPENPA
1/2

LPELPA
2 E

2LPE/2

LPE/2 E
0

LPA
2 ds ds8

A~d1s sinu!21~x01s cosu2s8!2

1
l BNPA

2LPA
1 2 E

0

LPA
1 E

0

LPA
1 ds ds8

A~s2s8!2
1

l BNPA

2LPA
2 2 E0

LPA
2 E

0

LPA
2 ds ds8

A~s2s8!2
2

l BNPA

LPA
1 LPA

2 E
0

LPA
1 E

0

LPA
2 ds ds8

As21s8212ss8 cosu
,

~16!
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where the first and the second terms on the right-hand sid
Eq. ~16! describe the electrostatic interactions between
polyampholyte and the polyelectrolyte and the last th
terms are the electrostatic self-energy of the block polya
pholyte. The second contribution to the free energy is du
the polyampholyte chain elasticity. This elastic energyFelast
can be written as a sum of the elastic of two blocks,

Felast

kBT
5

NPA

2 Fb1 coth~b1!2 lnS sinh~b1!

b1
D1b2 coth~b2!

2 lnS sinh~b2!

b2
D22G , ~17!

whereb6 is related to the block length of the polyampholy
through the following equation:

LPA
6 5

NPAb

2
@coth~b6!21/b6#. ~18!

The equilibrium structure of a polyampholyte chain in
complex as a function of the Bjerrum lengthl B and the po-
sition of the junction pointx0 is obtained by minimizing the
chain free energy with respect to block lengthsLPA

1 andLPA
2 ,

angleu, and distanced. During minimization, the distanced
between two chains always decreases to the monomer sis,
due to the fact that it was kept constant ats.

Figure 19~a! shows how the free energy of a comple
Fcomplexdepends on the position of the junction point at t
different values of the Bjerrum length. This plot shows th
the free energy of the complex gradually decreases tow
the chain end and then starts to increase as it goes beyon
end of the polyelectrolyte chain. The probability of findin
a particular complex conformation is proportional
exp(2Fcomplex/kBT). This probability distribution function is
plotted in Fig. 19~b!. Here it is shown that the complex form
with the highest probability at the end of the polyelectroly
chain. The amplitude of the distribution function maximu
increases with the Bjerrum lengthl B . The distribution is
similar to that shown in Fig. 3~a! except for a small shift in
the peak position due to contraction of the polyelectrol
chain that was ignored in our complex model.

Block lengthsLPA
1 andLPA

2 , angleu, and the free energy
of a complexFcomplex at the Bjerrum lengthl B55s are
tabulated in Table I. The length of the positively charg
block LPA

1 increases from 5.9s to 12.2s while the negatively
charged blockLPA

2 decreases from 11.1s to 9.0s as the
polyampholyte chain moves towards the end of the polye
trolyte chain. The angleu formed by two blocks of the
polyampholyte is equal to 110°~the two blocks are almos
perpendicular to each other! in the middle of the polyelec-
trolyte chain and 11°~the two blocks are almost perfectl
aligned with each other! at the end of the polyelectrolyt
chain. These results agree well with snapshots shown in
1; therefore, our theoretical model successfully explains
structure of random polyampholyte-polyelectrolyte co
plexes.

Since complexes between block polyampholytes w
Nblock58 and 16 and polyelectrolyte chains have the dou
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helix structure, we modified the rail-track model@50–52#
shown in Fig. 20 to calculate electrostatic energyUelect of a
double helix as a function of the twist anglec. Figure 21
shows the dependence of the repulsive and attractive par
the electrostatic energy on the twist anglec at the value of
the Bjerrum lengthl B54s as the complex transforms from
two parallel chains to a double helix. The twist angle val
of c5180° means that the positively charged block of t
polyampholyte is parallel to the polyelectrolyte chain. T
smallest value of the twist anglec is equal to 70.5° and is
controlled by the hard-core interactions between monom
The electrostatic energy of a double helix has a minimum
the value of the twist anglec570.5°. This means that th
helical structure is a linked set of tetrahedrons. This tende
is independent of the value of the Bjerrum lengthl B .

When our calculations are expanded to the whole co
plex, the twist anglec, tilt angle u at a junction point be-
tween blocks, and rotational anglewwith respect to the end
to-end vector of the double helix were adjusted to minim
complex electrostatic energy. After optimization of these p
rameters, the anglesc, u, andw are equal to 70.5°, 13.5°
20.0°, and respectively, regardless of the value of the B

FIG. 19. Dependence of~a! the complex free energyFcomplex

and~b! corresponding distribution functionP(x0) on the position of
the junction pointx0 for different values of the Bjerrum length.
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MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS OF POLYAMPHOLYTE- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 061803 ~2003!
rum lengthl B . Furthermore, about five monomers of a blo
polyampholyte form the unit pitch in a double helix stru
ture. This explains why only block polyampholytes wi
Nblock58 and 16 form a double helix with a polyelectroly
chain.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have analyzed the effect of a charge sequence on
complex formation between polyampholyte and polyelect
lyte chains. Our Monte Carlo simulations have confirmed
notion that the complexation between polyampholytes
polyelectrolytes is driven by polarization-induced attractio
Independent of charge sequence, the complex is prefe

TABLE I. Dependence of the equilibrium block lengthsLPA
1 ,

LPA
2 , angle u, and free energyFcomplex of the complex on the

position of the junction pointx0 at the Bjerrum lengthl B55s.

x0 /s LPA
1 /s LPA

2 /s u ~deg! Fcomplex/kBT

0 5.9 11.1 110.5 230.6
1 6.1 11.1 108.2 231.1
2 6.2 11.1 106.0 231.4
3 6.5 11.2 103.7 231.8
4 6.6 11.2 101.5 232.2
5 6.8 11.2 99.1 232.6
6 7.0 11.2 96.5 233.0
7 7.2 11.2 93.7 233.5
8 7.4 11.2 90.5 234.0
9 7.6 11.2 86.9 234.5
10 7.9 11.1 82.5 235.1
11 8.2 11.1 77.0 235.9
12 8.5 11.1 70.1 236.9
13 8.9 11.0 60.9 238.0
14 9.3 10.8 48.5 239.4
15 9.8 10.4 33.2 240.8
16 10.4 10.0 21.3 239.9
17 11.0 9.7 15.9 236.2
18 11.5 9.4 13.2 230.6
19 11.9 9.2 11.8 223.9
20 12.3 9.0 11.1 216.5

FIG. 20. Schematic sketch of a complex formed by blo
polyampholyte with Nblock516 and polyelectrolyte chain. Th
twist, tilt, and rotational angles are denoted byc, u, andw, respec-
tively. Dark spheres represent negatively charged beads and w
ones positively charged beads.
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tially formed at the end of a polyelectrolyte chain. This com
plex structure allows maximizing the electrostatic attract
between oppositely charged sections of the polyampho
chain and polyelectrolyte backbone while at the same t
minimizing the electrostatic repulsion between simila
charged sections of the polyampholyte and the polyelec
lyte. Block polyampholytes with long blocky charge s
quences form a double helix with the polyelectrolyte bac
bone. This helical structure appears first for the blo
polyampholytes withNblock58. For shorter blocky se-
quences, it is hard to establish the formation of a dou
helix because at least five monomers per strand are requ
to complete a pitch of the double helix. Thus, charged blo
with Nblock<4 are too short to form a well-defined doub
helix. The parameters of the double helix are not very se
tive to the strength of the electrostatic interactions. Instea
a double helix, oppositely charged monomers of a rand
polyampholyte form loops with the polyelectrolyte bac
bone. The number of bonds in a loop as well as its typi
size decrease with increasing strength of the electrostatic
teractions.

Our simulations have also shown that collapsed polya
pholytes undergo a coil-globule phase transition during co
plex formation. This can be seen in the snapshot seque
shown in Fig. 1 representing the evolution of the chain co
formations during the simulation run.

We have neglected counterions in our simulations. It
believed that counterions can facilitate complexation
tween polyampholytes and polyelectrolytes. Often, the la
contribution to the free energy of binding between polya
pholytes and polyelectrolytes comes from the counteri
released from the polyelectrolyte@53–56#. For example, a
polyampholyte has many positively charged monomers
can bind to a negatively charged polyelectrolyte. These p
tively charged monomers partially stabilize the large ne
tive charge that causes counterions to condense on the
ionic polyelectrolyte in the absence of polyampholyte. Th
ite

FIG. 21. Dependence of the electrostatic energy of double h
on the twist anglec for l B54s. The solid, dotted, and dashed line
represent the repulsive, attractive, and total electrostatic energy
spectively.
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stabilization allows a bound protein to release multiple co
terions from the polyelectrolyte. Entropy thus contribut
significantly to a large portion of the binding free energ
This effect of counterion release during complex formation
the subject of our current study. Our preliminary results th
far show that counterion release does not in fact change
final complex structure in dilute solutions. A polyampholy
preferentially binds to the end of the polyelectrolyte cha
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The details of this study will be presented in future public
tions.
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